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. . . I tried the instruction posted by Ray Zhang. When I have imported the files, it shows "Part: This is a partial extract of the
full text of the article obituaries in the August 15 - August 19, 1917 issue of the Gazette. OLD ADDRESS OF THE PROJECT, "This
capital should have a city to itself, and here it shall be" is its motto. On the bank of the river and near the new station, a great
city should grow up. The international canal wharf is being built at a cost of over $2,000,000. The station is being paid for by a
special tax. In another way, this station is intended to be the terminal of the international canal. A few years hence, it will be
the saving and outlet of the world. The first passengers ever seen in Portage, are announced for the 9.30 train from Chicago
the 9.30 a.m. Friday. This is the regular line, running over the Fort Wayne, Paxton and Chicago system. Portage is being built
for those of all faiths and most all classes, and it will be a city on the world's map. It is being planned as a new, high class city
of the first magnitude. Business in Portage before the canal was built, was mainly in the shape of wagon trains, "by the
minute" as it was said, for the city is a station on the Chicago and East Indiana, Akron and Indiana system. The canal is now
entirely absorbed by the railway lines, and the immense railway facilities are being put on. An enormous amount of business,
is being taken advantage of. The progress made in the out-of-door life is seen in the increased use of the Lake Erie islands as
summer homes. The passenger train will stop every hour at Algoma, a big resort on Keeweenaw Peninsula. The Hotel du Pays
is the largest in Portage, and when it is finished it will be the biggest. And the arrival of the passenger train is the signal for
the opening of the season at the largest of the hotels. It is over 400 years old, and some of the rooms are over 100 years old.
It is a four story hotel, and will accommodate about 800 guests. An enormous boom in the vacation and resort business is
being made. Farmers are buying lake lots, and professional people are buying homes on the islands. Those who do not own
homes and lots are coming by boat
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A: He's saying he had to do
extensive digging to find an
appropriate (and affordable)
option for his phone. A: He's
saying that the technical quality of
that Apple iPhone needs to be
improved. He's saying that the
'crack' part of the software is
better than the phone that
contains the crack. He's saying
that the phone is cracked, not the
software. Such systems are now
known in the art to provide both
input and output from ground
vehicles, and particularly ground
robots. For example, a ground
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vehicle such as a robotic arm may
be configured to point a sensor in
any particular direction, or be
configured to move to any
particular direction. The electronic
compass allows the vehicle to be
pointed precisely in the direction
of maximum magnetic force, i.e.,
the bearing. In such systems, the
compass system may include both
an input device and an output
device. One such prior art system
is the IMU (Inertial Measurement
Unit) available from InvenSense,
Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif., USA. In
this system, the input device
comprises a sensor which is
located on an armature of a motor
and produces three orthogonal
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magnetic flux variations for use by
the compass system. In the same
system, the output device
comprises a sensor which
generates a signal which is
representative of the vehicle
direction such that its amplitude is
proportional to the vehicle rotation
angle. That signal is then used as
an input signal to the compass
system. One problem with prior art
systems is that compass systems
are expected to function over a
wide range of temperatures. For
example, a compass system may
be expected to function correctly
within the range from −50° C. to
+50° C. However, a vehicle
containing such a compass system
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could have one or more
components which could be
damaged or broken if the vehicle
is operated below −50° C. or
above +50° C. An example of such
a component would be a probe
component in an armature of the
motor which is subject to damage
if the motor is operated at
temperatures below −50° C. or
above +50° C. Therefore, it is
desirable to provide a compass
system which is capable of
operating correctly from a wide
range of temperatures.FONT
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from Irene, Winter storm Robert
The pre-winter storm has hit
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The storm, which began at about 2
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